Consulting Certitude- Learning from other fields and dealing with it
I’m often put in the uncomfortable position of having to provide answers to my clients on vexing
problems that they have; often the only reason they called my company. You may wonder why I call
this uncomfortable, cause expertise and knowledge is what we bring to the table. They expect us to
provide expert answers, based on our experiences and past work with several clients.

The culture of certain knowledge
There is no fundamental issue with clients seeking ‘knowing counsel’. But what I have issue with is how
they can expect certitude, especially when I think it is the same certitude that got them into trouble
in the first place. Let me illustrate with a few typical examples, which captures pretty much what we
encounter in almost every other project/ prospect.
About 18 months ago, we did work for a mid-sized family run client based in New Delhi, who having
raised money from the capital markets, embarked on a retail project. 12 months down their journey,
while they did get their venture of the ground, customer reaction to the concept was very slack,
resulting in lower than planned revenues, costs were way higher than planned and what’s more, they
had burnt all their money and were staring down the barrel. We were called in when panic set in.
After the first 2 rounds of meetings, when they were convinced about our credentials, they asked us to
“give us the answers”. We decided to visit their locations and come up with an approach. Having done
the recee, we developed our thoughts on what seemed wrong and said, “We have a hypothesis, but
don’t have a position on the subject yet; it needs some research and investigation” we almost lost the
account. The client retorted by saying, “that’s not why I called you, you guys were supposed to be the
experts”.
Saner counsel soon prevailed, he relented and engaged us, to identify the flaws and implement the
corrections. But as we dived in to discover and questioned several not-so-far-ago decisions, what got
seems to have gone wrong in the first, place were the following.





Little of no thought over the brand name- one was picked based on the recommendation of
a reasonably big and reputed advertising agency. .
Brand identity & design were developed by a well reputed global design firm, but out of
sync with the consumer-markets they were addressing
No “customer-check” on his store-merchandize-concepts, least of all about locations, which
also were recommended and hunted out again by a “reputed real estate consultants”.
An HR / recruitment & and organization cost strategy that seemed completely out of whack
with the business needs, and yet recommended by another big HR firm.

Eventually, as we engaged collaboratively with the client and his board, the Managing Director became
reflective on what went right and wrong. Prima-facie, they had selected broadly, the right market
framework (forward integration), adequate & right form of money (equity, not debt), engaged the
right partners to help them with the tasks on hand. Although the client was loathe admitting it in the
beginning, the underpinnings of trouble were that the client was looking for certitude right through
and the “experts” gave it to him, double quick and at considerable billing rates. Even during the
course of the engagement, when we came up with alternative ways of cracking the problem and
suggested some “investigation & research” he would lapse into his old certitude seeking behaviour.
After much agonizing and seeking several checks with consumers and investing adequate time in
discovering what we hope were the right answers, our recommendations were delivered. I think the
client now believes he has found a way out, rather than is certain about the way forward. Of course,
how the client eventually recovers is a function, now of implementation, which is underway. But long
after the mandate is over, I sometimes agonize over how close or far away from to getting it right we
were.
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6 months earlier, two weeks into the engagement with a large MNC entertainment client, in one of the
first review meetings when I said “I don’t know, but able & willing to find out”, the looks I got from
Senior Managers was “how did this guy get to be consultant?”
Last week, I was called in by another acquaintance turned client prospect, which was in similar trouble
and during the first 2 meetings; again I encountered the “Can you give us your recommendation in 2
weeks” tone. Fortunately past acquaintance helped in turning the debate around to “Let’s find out as
soon as possible”.
On other projects where we have to collaborate with other companies such as design and advertising
agencies, I often find such “knowing” certitude about their recommendations, and downright disdain
for inquiry.
The temptation is grave; I’ve had co-consultant colleagues of mine, who would pip in to my ear every
now and then and say “give him what he is looking for, we cannot be more loyal than the king”, but I
resist maybe because I cannot begin to believe that I am “the expert”, even if my colleagues and
client were willing charitably, to confer that title on me. Maybe I can’t take myself as seriously;
maybe my early ‘advaita’ upbringing came in the way. I am still discovering which.

Can one learn elsewhere?
Different industries/ markets, different people, different organization structures, different times and
yet, déjà vu! This got me thinking about why business seeks such certitude and wonder if it is hardwired into some human behaviour to seek so. Or is it some genetic marker which pre-disposes some
people to behave so and others to behave differently. Or is it the lowering of the age at the C-level
which is causing this lately.
When I look around in other areas of seeking answers, such as in the sciences, the thing that comes to
mind immediately is “my reading” of the main theme running behind “Contact”, the classic Carl Sagan
book turned movie, so movingly acted in by Jodie Foster. Film critics often confuse it to represent
human reaction to dealing with the alien/ unknown, and the imponderables thereabout, but my take is
never mind which side of skepticism you fall, it’s the process of discovery, constantly.
Now think politics. What caused the Bush presidency to go the way it went? Or why Advani and his ilk
bit the dust recently. Isn’t there a fixed, knowing certainty about the way they think? Almost driven by
divine prescription, you might say.
And yet, when I heard Billy Maher say "Yeah you could be right. I don't think it's very likely. But yes,
you could be right. Because my big thing is, I don't know. That's what I preach. I preach the Gospel of 'I
Don't Know.' That's what I'm here promoting: Doubt. That's my product. The other guys are selling
Certainty. Not me, I'm on the corner with Doubt." (Bill Maher from "Religulous"), it tells me that
religion too is looking for those answers.
I think business could learn something from a range of schools of inquiry and thought. So I propose to
set about doing some academic research in the coming weeks to determine if there is anything to
discover out there, which business could benefit from. Any co-conspirators out there willing to help?
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